Feelings
Merry Christmas

My friends are happy! They are laughing.
Discovery time 1: Secrets!

1. A funny secret

2. Ann is serious.

3. Kate is surprised.
Discovery Time 1: What are You Afraid of?

2. This man is nervous: he’s afraid of the dog!

3. She is NOT afraid of the dog! She likes him.

4. a spider
   a rat
   fire
   water

1. an angry dog
Discovery Time 1: Are Mum and Grandma Happy?

1. Clara isिः
   I’m not pleased, Clara! Look at your dress!

2. Mum isş
   I’m sorry, Mum!

3. Tom is
   Tom is sad now!

4. Grandma is furious
   Grandma is furious

5. Tom is not nice...
   Tom is not nice...
Discovery Time 1: What’s the Matter?

1. Liz is happy: she feels good!

2. David is very tired.....

3. Poor Jane: she’s feeling bad!
Checking Time 1: True or False?
I can write

I’ve got the cup!

I’ve got a new book!

My painting is very nice!

My baby is beautiful!
Discovery time 2: When do you ........?

1. Smile
2. Yawn
3. Laugh
4. Shout
5. Cry
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Checking Time: How is Smiley Feeling?

1. Sunday
2. Monday
3. Tuesday
4. Wednesday
5. Thursday
6. Friday
7. Saturday
Fun Time: All the Words are in the Box!

Down
Happy
Proud
Nervous
Fine
Tired

Across
Sorry
Surprised
Afraid

Across

Down